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FICTION 
& Sons: A Novel / David Gilbert 
EB, FIC 
Great writing, absorbing, and funny as a book can get about the death of a 
father. Makes you want to read more by this author. 
(Bill Holleran from RSV/Librarian) 
 
Before Green Gables / Budge Wilson 
BCD, FIC, LT 
This is a very creative and well written prequel to Anne of Green Gables.  
(Theresa from RSV) 
 
The Book of Killowen / Erin Hart 
FIC, LT  
For fans of Ireland and Medieval mysteries with a modern murder 
investigation; this tale involves an ancient body found in the trunk of a car 
with a murdered corpse, a weird group of artists, and plenty of forensic 
archaeology. This is a fun read for mystery and archaeology fans. 
(Cindy from SCS) 
 
Breakfast with Buddha / Roland Merullo 
FIC 
An inspiring tale of a man who did everything right, but learned how to do 
better through a journey to his childhood home with a complete stranger. 
(Maria from WAM) 
 
Cinnamon and Gunpowder / Eli Brown 
EA, FIC 
Captain Hannah kidnaps Owen Wedgewood to cook for her on her pirate 
ship. Owen makes many failed attempts to escape until over the months 
he becomes part of the pirate crew. It was really interesting the way Owen 
was able to create edible food from moldy, inedible items that were 
available on the ship, not to mention his transformation into a credible pirate from a 
pantywaist. Captain Hannah is a strong character in this tale. She is fair, tough and ran 
the ship with ease. If you’re looking for a fluffy pirate-themed romance, look elsewhere. 
Good ending! 
(Pat from RSV) 
 
The cutting season / Attica Locke  
BCD, EB, FIC 
This quiet Louisiana mystery just drips of antebellum plantation and 
slavery history. Caren Gray becomes enmeshed in a murder when a migrant worker is 
found on Belle Vie's property. Preserving the past and finding the killer are important 
components of this beautifully written novel  
(Jean from Fraser) 
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The Dog Stars / Peter Heller 
BCD, FIC 
In post apocalyptic America a male survivor of a global flu pandemic flies 
around in his Cessna with his dog and while looking for supplies he 
receives a mysterious radio transmission. A heartrending and thoughtful 
examination of the human condition. 
(Ken from SLC) 
 
Escape / Barbara Delinsky 
EB, FIC, LT 
This book is for anyone who has felt like they want to escape their 
everyday life. It makes you take a look at your life and realize that you can 
make changes. Heartwarming, fun and easy reading! 
(Carolynn from Fraser) 
 
The Fate of Mercy Alban / Wendy Webb 
EA, FIC 
Grace returns to Alban house after more than 20 years to bury her mother, 
but she uncovers many family secrets as a result in this suspenseful, and 
at times, spooky read. 
(Kara from CMPL) 
 
The Guernsey Literary & Potato Peel Pie Society / Mary Ann Shaffer 
BCD, EA, EB, FIC, LT 
A lovely story told in letters. Set in England after WWII this book tells the 
story of the German occupation of the Island of Guernsey during the war. 
(Tracy from RSV) 
 
Heading Out to Wonderful / Robert Goolrick 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT  
Butcher, Charlie Beale, has an illicit affair with young, married Sylvan 
Glass in 1940s small-town Virginia. When love goes terribly wrong and is 
witnessed by a young boy, this tormented, suspenseful tale becomes full 
of moral dilemmas. 
(Debbie from SHL)  
 
Hen of the Baskervilles: A Meg Langslow Mystery / Donna Andrews 
BCD, FIC, LT 
This is the latest installment of Meg Langslow’s adventures in Caerphilly. 
This time Meg is the main go-to-gal of Virginia Un-Fair, featuring heirloom 
breeds - many of which are coveted (and stolen) by thieves. During the 
search for the missing animals, vandalism and murder raise the stakes for 
the survival of the fair and Meg herself. A light read with a bit of mystery. 
(Pat from RSV) 
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Her Sky Cowboy / Beth Ciotta 
FIC 
Don’t let the title or the cover art fool you; this is steampunk adventure-
romance is strong, witty, and starts from an incredibly unique basis: time 
traveling hippies! A personal invitation to join a contest involving historic 
inventions catapults Miss Amelia Darcy into the two things she’s always 
wanted: adventure and flight. 
(Miss Jennie from WAM) 
 
The Highway / C. J. Box 
BCD, EA, FIC, LT 
A very exciting mystery: Hard to put down. 
(Mary from CHE) 
 
How the Light Gets In: A Chief Inspector Gamache Novel / Louise Penny 
BCD, EA, FIC, LT 
This is an excellent 8th book in Louise Penny’s Inspector Gamache series. 
You will want to visit this village in Quebec, and meet all these characters! 
(Cathy Russ, Troy Library) 
 
Inferno: A Novel / Dan Brown 
BCD, EA, FIC 

Robert Langdon is back on another historical European adventure, this 
time tracking down the apocalyptic creation of a Dante’s Inferno obsessed 
scientist. Dan Brown keeps you on the edge of the action, while giving a 
quick lesson on European culture. If you’re a Europhile or a fan of 
mysteries, expect a fun, quick read. 
(Ken from SLC) 
 
 
The Killing Moon / N. K. Jemisin 
FIC 
A rich, detailed fantasy novel set in a peaceful world, maintained by 
Gatherer-Priests. A famous Gatherer accepts a commission and stumbles 
into destructive political intrigue. 
(Kristen from ROG) 
 
Let it Burn: An Alex Mcknight Novel / Steve Hamilton 
BCD, FIC 
Hamilton is a Michigan writer who normally writes mysteries set in 
Northern Michigan. In this installment of the Alex McKnight series, Alex 
returns to Detroit, and sees the city in shambles even worse than when he 
was on the Detroit police force. This is a great read with a local appeal. 
(Alex even hangs out with someone from Warren!) 
(Heather from CLL) 
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A Light in the Ruins: A Novel / Chris Bohjalian 
BCD, EA, EB, FIC, LT 
Set in World War II Italy, this murder mystery within a historical novel 
centers around one family in a villa. The Partisans and the German Army 
take turns controlling the land and intertwining the family members in love and war. With 
flashbacks to the war from the 1950s, this is a wonderfully complex work 
of literature. If you ever visited the hill towns of Italy, this is a trip home. 
(Cindy from SCS) 
 
A Memory of Light / Robert Jordan 
BCD, EA, FIC 
This is the final book in the Wheel of Time series. Recommended 
reading for those who enjoy rich, detailed fantasy worlds like J.R.R. 
Tolkien's. 
(Isidoro from CHE) 
 
Mountain between Us / Charles Martin  
FIC 
Very inspirational, a real page turner. 
(Lori from CHE) 
 
Orphan Train: A Novel / Christina Baker Kline 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
Two stories intertwined:  Molly, a young girl in today’s foster care 
system; and Vivian, an older woman who was brought to the Midwest on 
an orphan train. A forgotten part of our American history brought to life. 
Although years apart, these two find out how much they really have in common: A 
wonderful read. 
(Laurie from MPL) 
 
The Other Boleyn Girl: A Novel / Philippa Gregory 
BCD, FIC, LT 
Ms. Gregory is known for her historical accuracy in this series. 
Entertaining and informative; it draws you into the story so you feel you 
know these historical characters. 
(Beverley from RSV) 
 
Paging the Dead: A Family History Mystery / Brynn Bonner 
FIC 
Genealogy and paranormal readers will enjoy this new series starring 
genealogist Sophreena McClure and medium Esme Sabatier. The 
business duo creates historic family scrapbooks for patrons, including 
their client, the Pritchett Family. The family matriarch turns up dead, an 
heirloom ring goes missing and the family secrets are about to be 
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uncovered. This book is a fun read with promises of more to come. 
(Cindy from SCS) 
 
Ready Player One: A Novel / Ernest Cline 
BCD, EB, FIC 
This is my favorite book of the year. Part nostalgia, part dystopian future, it tells the 
story of a young man who, like everyone else, plays on a networked 
game in hopes of finding a treasure the designer left on it. 
(Kristen from ROG) 
 
Reconstructing Amelia / Kimberly McCreight 
EB, FIC 
This is a really great novel about the effects of bullying and secrets in a 
family, with a twist at the end. 
(Cathy Russ, Troy Library) 
 
Rekindled / Tamera Alexander  
FIC, LT 
What is love during the most unpleasant seasons of life? This story 
follows a broken man and his journey in fixing his wife's broken heart. 
(Christa from RSV)  
 
Rise of the Governor / Robert Kirkman 
EA, FIC 
An absolute must read for any fan of The Walking Dead or those who 
read horror fiction. Kirkman’s rich and gruesome vocabulary does for 
words what the show does for television. The story begins right at the 
outbreak of the zombie plague and follows the story of “The Governor” 
and tells how he arrives at Woodbury. This is the first book in the trilogy. 
Don’t miss it! 
(Heather from CLL) 
 
The Rook: A Novel / Daniel O’Malley 
FIC 
This is a fantasy thriller. With no recollection of who she is, the hero 
must follow the instructions her former self left behind to discover her 
identity and track down the agents who want to destroy her. 
(Kristen from ROG) 
 
The Shack: A Novel / William P. Young 
BCD, EA, EB, FIC, LT, PL 
This is a creative insight into the search for God and the search for 
peace. 
(Patricia S. from WAM) 
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Silver Star: A Novel / Jeanette Walls 
BCD, FIC, LT 
Being obsessed with becoming a star, Mrs. Halliday abandons her two 
daughters with little money and a pile of overdue bills. The children fend for 
themselves until the social worker and police arrive. They run away to their 
elderly uncle in Virginia. Will they be happy? Will Mrs. Halliday become a 
star? This is a heartbreaking novel. 
(Children's Librarian FRA)  
 
Skipping Christmas / John Grisham 
BCD, EA, EB, FIC, LT 
Funny and lighthearted; this is a different tale for John Grisham, but an 
excellent read. 
(Theresa from WAM) 
 
Trust Your Eyes: A Thriller / Linwood Barclay 
BCD, FIC, LT 
Thomas, a map-obsessed schizophrenic, discovers an image of a "murder in 
progress" on an online "Street View" program. His brother, Ray, begins 
helping him find the truth, not sure what to believe. A fast paced thriller. 
(Debbie from SHL)  
 
Trust Your Eyes: A Thriller / Linwood Barclay 
BCD, FIC, LT 
A schizophrenic man spends his days and nights on a website called Whirl360, 
believing he’s employed by the CIA to store the details of every town and city in the 
world in his head. Then one day, he sees something that shouldn’t be there: 
a woman being murdered behind a window on a New York street. Suddenly 
Thomas has more to deal with than just his delusions, as he gets drawn into 
a deadly conspiracy. 
(Chris from SLC) 
 

The Uninvited Guests / Sadie Jones 
EB, FIC 
Take a country house party in Edwardian England; add a dysfunctional family, an 
eccentric cook, a precocious child and a group of supposed survivors from a 
train wreck and you have an unusual weekend. 
(Librarian from RSV) 
 
What We Talk About When We Talk About Anne Frank: Stories / Nathan 
Englander 
EB, FIC, LT 
These profound, yet subtle short stories are about the Jewish legacy, but 
mostly about what all stories are about--relationships 
(Amanda Itria from RSV) 
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Where'd You Go, Bernadette: A Novel / Maria Semple 
BCD, EA, FIC, LT 
Bernadette has anxiety issues, big ones. These issues come to a head 
when Bee, her daughter, claims her reward for a great report card, a trip to 
Antarctica. Bernadette disappears and Bee compiles information about her 
mother via her emails, official documents, and secret correspondence; a very readable 
mother daughter story. 
(Tracy from RSV) 
 
The Wolf Gift: A Novel / Anne Rice  
BCD, EA, EB, FIC, LT 
What Anne Rice did for vampires, she now does for werewolves. Filled with 
wonderful imagery, the reader feels the joy, love, & anguish of the main 
character. You won't put it down until the end. 
(Andrea from WDB) 

 
CHILDREN/YA 
The Adventures of Beanboy / Lisa Harkrader 
FIC 
Calling all superheroes! Can you finish this rhyme? Beans, beans, magical 
fruit, the more you eat, the more you…It’s the ultimate in superpowers! 
Shield, flying mechanism, plus a villain-crippling knock-out gas…all from the 
power of one super food! Part every-boy’s story, part comic book, this one is 
sure to have you laughing out loud – and cheering for our heroes! 
(Miss Jennie from WAM) 

 
Aliens on Vacation / Clete Barrett Smith 
BCD, FIC 
This is the story of Scrub (David) who goes to his Grandma’s Intergalactic 
Bed and Breakfast for the summer while his parents are busy with grown-up 
things. David wonders what kind of weird place this is – which becomes 
very clear as the summer progresses. With a variety of aliens visiting Earth 
donning disguises to (sort of) blend in with the natives, a series of misadventures lead a 
mob of townsfolk to storm the B&B. Will David be able to save the day or is 
it the end of the B&B? A nice summer read for tweens. 
(Pat from RSV) 

 
Catwings / Ursula Le Guin 
FIC 
You would like this if you like cats. 
(Library Page from RSV) 
 
The Clockwork Scarab / Colleen Gleason 
FIC 
Take one brain-beak niece of the famous Sherlock Holmes…Add the 
superb strength of Bram Stoker’s younger sister…Stir both into a uniquely 
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steampunk London with an Egyptian mystery and an elegant mentor, and serve 
with a side of snarky help from both sides of the law. Devour quickly, and cross 
your fingers that the next serving arrives swiftly! 
(Miss Jennie from WAM) 
 
 
Code Name Verity / Elizabeth Wein 
BCD, FIC 
Amazing WWII spy story keeps the pages turning. Chapters alternate narrators 
and it’s exciting to see how the stories come together: Clever writing. 
(Beth from HPW) 
 
 
Eleanor & Park / Rainbow Rowell 
BCD, EA, FIC 
Eleanor and Park are misfits, have totally different backgrounds and lives, but 
they face long odds even though they are perfect for each other. 
(Brandon from CHE) 
 
If I Stay / Gayle Forman 
BCD, EA, FIC 
This book is on the Buzzfeed’s list of books being made into movies. Not sure 
how it will be as a movie, but it’s a good love story told from another angle. 
Follow-up book, Where She Went may be even better. 
(Beth from HPW) 
 
Islands / Neil Morris 
NONFIC 
This book describes the ten biggest islands in the world. 
(Library Page from RSV) 
 
A Little Book of Sloth / Lucy Cooke 
NONFIC 
This is an adorable, educational book about the sloth sanctuary, Slothville, 
in Costa Rica. You will want to hug this book after you’ve read it! 
(Abby from EPL) 
 
Monument 14: Sky on Fire / Emmy Laybourne 
FIC 
The sequel to Monument 14 is just as exciting as its predecessor. This 
time the book is written in two voices, that of two brothers fighting to 
survive. 
(Abby from EPL) 
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Peter and the Starcatchers / Dave Barry 
BCD, FIC 
Once the question of how Peter met Hook was raised, I really did wonder. 
The series is excellent; higher level reading without the "iffy" content. 
Entertaining! It keeps you turning the page for more. 
(Sue Shelver CHE) 
 
The Reluctant Journal of Henry K. Larsen / Susin Nielsen-Fernlund 
FIC 
Henry and his father are forced to move after his brother commits a horrible 
crime. Henry is asked by his therapist to keep a journal to help him sort 
through things. 
(Brandon from CHE) 
 
This world we live in / Susan Beth Pfeffer  
BCD, FIC 
This is a curious look at a devastated world through the eyes of a teen after a 
strange planetary event. 
(Kathleen Jacobs/SHL) 
 
Unwind / Neal Shusterman 
BCD, EA, FIC, PL 
I am completely in love with the dystopian genre, and this book, the first in a 
series, has its own original take. There's nothing predictable about it, and it also 
speaks volumes about abortion as a hot issue in America today. (P.S. there are 
no abortions in the book; 'unwinding' is the alternative) 
(Breanna Brown from CHE) 
 
Winger / Andrew Smith 
FIC 
Ryan Dean West is 14 and a junior at boarding school where he plays rugby. 
He is infatuated with women, but has his heart set on Annie, his best friend. 
(Brandon from CHE) 
 
Wonder / R. J. Palacio 
BCD, EB, FIC, PL  
I couldn’t put this book down. August Pullman was born with a rare, severe facial 
deformity. This book follows Auggie through his first year at school and is told 
from Auggie's point of view as well as that of his friends, his sister, and her 
friends. It's a story about kindness, friendship, and acceptance.  
(Tracy from RSV) 
 

Wonder / R. J. Palacio 
BCD, EB, FIC, PL  
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August, born with a facial deformity, has been homeschooled until now as he starts fifth 
grade at Beecher Prep. He faces many bullies and struggles in his first year. The book 
is told from the point of view of various characters and would appeal to ages 8-12. 
(Emily Brush from EPL) 
 
 

NON-FICTION 
Abigail Adams: A Life / Woody Holton 
EA, LT, NONFIC 
This captivating biography and social history of founding mother Abigail 
Adams is a must read for understanding this forward-thinking woman and the founding 
of our nation.  
(Amy from SLC) 

 
Dad is fat / Jim Gaffigan 
BCD, EA, EB, NONFIC 
Parents of small kids will laugh and commiserate as comedian Gaffigan 
makes everyday observations from family life. I especially like how he built up 
his wife and his love for family shows through. 
(Beth from HPW) 

 
Dangerous Animals Club / Stephen Tobolowsky 
NONFIC 
This is an autobiography of character actor Tobolowsky (insurance man in 
Groundhog Day, etc.). Very funny stories of growing up in Texas, theater 
school days, and Hollywood. His thoughtful insights on life make this much 
more than the usual actor bio. 
(Debbie from SHL)  
 
Detroit: An American Autopsy / Charlie LeDuff 
BCD, EA, EB, NONFIC 
A tell all, hard hitting expose on the players-politicians, swindlers, racketeers 
and thugs who sucker punched the great city of Detroit and brought the 
automotive capitol to its knees. A city that experienced three race riots, white 
flight, black flight and even now the dead are being exhumed and moving out. A must 
read! 
(Oksana from Warren) 
 
The End of Your Life Book Club / Will Schwalbe 
BCD, EA, EB, LT, NONFIC 
This is a great read for book lovers because it was written by a bibliophile 
who introduces the reader to many of his and his mother’s favorites. 
(Dale from SCS) 
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It Starts with Food / Dallas Hartwig 
NONFIC 
Easy to read and full of eye-opening tips. Simply: this book breaks down food 
– no puns intended. 
(Shane at CHE) 
 
Lean In / Sheryl Sandberg 
BCD, EA, EB, NONFIC 
I have not been motivated by a book this much in a very long time. Sandberg 
asks the question, “what would you do if you were not afraid?” and I realized 
that so much of how women make decisions, including myself, are based on 
society’s assumptions. I think this book looks at frequent, yet subtle issues in 
the feminist frame, drawing a wider net and bringing more people into the 
conversation on feminism. 
(Amanda Itria from RSV) 
 
Left to Tell: God amidst the Rwandan Holocaust / Immaculee Ilibagiza 
NONFIC 
This is the true story of survival from a woman who was in the Rwanda 
holocaust and her journey to forgiveness. It was very sad, disturbing, 
enlightening and satisfying. It is difficult to realize man’s inhumanity to man 
and the ability of the human spirit to rise above the act and come to a place of 
peace and forgiveness. 
(Beverley from RSV) 
 
Let’s Explore Diabetes with Owls / David Sedaris 
BCD, EA, NONFIC 
Hilarious!  Sedaris’ collection of life-inspired tales should not be missed. 
Listen to the audio book if you want to hear the author himself add just the 
right inflection-some stories are actual recordings of live stand-up. I will 
definitely be reading this book again. 
(Heather from CLL) 
 
The Patriarch: The Remarkable Life and Turbulent Times of Joseph P. 
Kennedy / David Nasaw 
BCD, NONFIC 
The longer you read the better it gets. Full of facts to debate and intrigue 
you.  A must read for Kennedy fans. 
(Bill Holleran from RSV/Librarian) 
 
Relish: My Life in the Kitchen / Lucy Knisley 
NONFIC 
In this food-themed memoir, the author traces key episodes in her life thus 
far, framed by what she was eating at the time and lessons about food, 
cooking, and life. This book is a graphic novel and would also be enjoyed 
by adults. 
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(Kara from CMPL) 
 
A Street Cat named Bob: And How He Saved My Life / James Bowen 
LT, NONFIC 
This is a heart-warming story about how 2 "Loners" find each other and 
bring meaning and love to each other's life. 
(Patricia Merlotti Circulation Assistant CHE)  
 
Wretched Writing: A Compendium of Crimes against the English Language / Ross 
Petras  
Full of some of the worst sentences you will ever read by authors both 
legendary and unknown, this book is great for a laugh. Especially funny are 
the sections on unintentional double entendres, the grotesque love scenes 
written by political pundits, and the jaw-droppingly bad works of Harry 
Stephen Keeler. 
(Lauren from SLC) 
 
Yoga Cures: Simple Routines to Conquer More than 50 Common Ailments 
and Live Pain-Free / Tara Stiles 
NONFIC 
Learn which poses are more beneficial for your particular ailments. Timing is 
everything. 
(Shane at CHE) 
 
Zealot: The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth / Reza Aslan 
BCD, EA, EB, NONFIC 
This is a fascinating, provocative, and somewhat controversial, well 
researched biography that challenges long-held assumptions about Jesus of 
Nazareth. He looks at Jesus through the times he lived in; in first century 
Palestine, rather than just the gospels. 
(Rosemary from Fraser/Librarian) 
 

Audio-Visual 
 
Battlefield 4 / Dice 
360, PS3, ONE, PS4 
Battlefield 4 brings the fight to the Chinese, which is odd seeing as they 
make all our stuff. The graphics and game play are even better than BF3, 
with even more to do with your virtual soldier like use your sidearm in the 
water and dive under it to avoid being sniped. Multiplayer rules yet again and be sure to 
force family and friends to get the game, as playing with public teams is mostly an 
exercise in frustration. Graphic violence. Coarse Language.  
(Ken from SLC) 
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The Master / Anchor Bay Entertainment 
DVD, BD 
One of the best-acted films I have ever seen. Joaquin Phoenix and Philip 
Seymour Hoffman give spectacular performances in the story of a 
traumatized World War II veteran's involvement with a Scientology-like 
religion. 
(Lauren from SLC) 
 
Minecraft / Mojang AB 
360 
Don’t let the simple blocky graphics and game play fool you. Minecraft is a 
highly addictive and time consuming sandbox game. Explore and mine 
resources to craft  the palace of your dreams, then build a working rail 
system so you don’t have to run away from the monsters who come at night 
time. Play with your friends/family for even more fun/arguments… did I say that? 
(Ken from SLC)  
 
Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton & Susan B. 
Anthony / PBS Home Video 
DVD 
This was a compelling and unforgettable documentary about the relationship 
between Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, and their shared 
belief that equality was the birthright of women. The tragedy is that neither 
lived to see the passage of the 19th amendment to the Constitution which gave women 
the right to vote 
(Amy from SLC) 
 
Once Upon a Time (Seasons 1-2) / ABC Studios 
BD, DVD  
What a tangled web ONCE weaves! Join every single fairy tale character 
ever written about, in a story that unfolds much more to what has been 
written. 
(Christa from RSV)  
 
Psych (Seasons 1-6) / Universal Studios 
DVD  
Are you a fan of delicious flavor? Fake psychic detective Shawn Spencer and 
his best friend Burton Guster are good at lying, but more impressively good at 
making a scene. 
(Christa from RSV)  
 
Random Access Memories / Daft Punk 
CD 
Cutting-edge recording methods plus a unique lineup of guest collaborations; 
after five years in the making, this album redefines disco/electronic/funk music. 
(Shane at CHE) 
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Toy Story 3 / Sony Videogame 
360, PS3, Wii 
Most levels resemble a short scene from the movie 
(Library Page from RSV) 
 
Ultraman/ BCI Eclipse 
DVD 
One of my favorite TV shows from when I was a young boy is now on DVD. 
The Science Patrol defends the Earth from monsters and alien invaders with 
the help of the red and silver superhero from Nebula M78, Ultraman. 
(Chris from SLC) 
 
World War Z / Paramount Pictures 
BD, DVD 
While this movie isn’t faithful to the novel, it still has the main themes. It has a 
lot of intense action but some of the more gory parts are kept off-screen. 
(Abby from EPL) 
 
 
 
360 = Xbox 360, BCD = Book on CD, BD = Blu-ray Disc, CD = Compact Disc,  
DVD = Digital Video Disc, EB = eBook, FIC = Fiction, 
LT = Large Type, MeLCat = MeLCat material, NONFIC - Fiction, ONE = Xbox One, 
PL = Playaway, PS3 = Playstation 3 Game, PS4 = Playstation 4 


